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Abstract: Challenging space missions include those at very low orbits, where the 
atmosphere is source of significant drag on a satellite. Therefore, an efficient drag-
compensation propulsion system is required to extend the mission lifetime. One solution is 
Atmosphere-Breathing Electric Propulsion (ABEP), a system that collects atmospheric 
particles and directly uses them as propellant for an electric thruster, therefore minimizing 
the requirement of limited propellant availability. The system is theoretically applicable to 
any celestial body with atmosphere. This would enable new mission types due to the new 
altitude ranges available for continuous orbiting. Challenging is also the presence of reactive 
chemical species, such as atomic oxygen in Earth orbit, erosion source of (not only) the 
propulsion system components, i.e. acceleration grids, electrodes and discharge channels of 
conventional EP systems such as RIT and HET. IRS is developing within the DISCOVERER 
project an intake and a thruster for an ABEP system. This paper, deals with the design of 
novel contact-less RF thruster, the inductive plasma thruster (IPT) based on a novel antenna 
design.  
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Nomenclature 
ABEP = atmosphere-breathing electric propulsion 
EM = electromagnetic 
EP = electric propulsion 
IPG = inductively heated plasma generator 
IPT = inductive plasma thruster 
MRI = magnetic resonance imaging 
RF = radio frequency 
VLEO = very-low Earth orbit 

I.Introduction 
HE Inductive Plasma Thruster IPT at IRS is designed with the EU H2020 DISCOVERER project, that aims to 
redesign very low Earth orbit (VLEO <400 km) platforms by investigating low drag materials, aerodynamic 

attitude control, and by developing an Atmosphere-Breathing Electric Propulsion system (ABEP) see Figure 1. 
Orbiting at very low altitudes around Earth can open a new range of opportunities for space missions, however, 
mission’s lifetime is very limited due to aerodynamic drag. Therefore, to obtain longer mission lifetimes, the spacecraft 
requires a propulsion system that efficiently compensates the drag. One solution, is employing an ABEP system. Such 
systems collects the atmospheric particles at VLEO by means of an intake, and uses them as propellant by feeding an 
electric thruster, which ionizes and accelerates them for thrust generation. Such system removes the lifetime limit due 
to the available propellant on-board, by using the residual atmospheric gas that causes the drag, as the source for the 
thrust. Such propulsion system has to cope with N2 and O as propellant. The approach within DISCOVERER is of an 
RF-based contact-less thruster, so to remove any issue of performance degradation over time due to operation with 
atomic oxygen O as propellant.  

 
Figure 1. ABEP Concept [1]. 

II. Inductive Plasma Thruster 
The procedure of the IPT design is described in the following sections. 

A. IPT Design Approach 
 
The starting point of the IPT has been the long-term heritage at IRS of inductive plasma generators (IPG). 

Refurbishment and upgrades have been performed on the small scaled inductively heated plasma generator IPG6-S 
and its facility in the last years [1], [2]. Recent test campaigns have shown the increase of power absorption by applying 
an external magnetic field to the plasma source [3] and hence approved the feasibility of an advanced IPT that makes 
use of applied fields to trigger wave mode excitation and, possibly, to operate as EM-based acceleration system. The 
requirements within the DISCOVERER project are of an RF plasma thruster capable to operate with N2 and O as 
propellant at an input power < 5 kW. The device, especially due to the aggressive nature of atomic oxygen that is one 
of the most prominent species in VLEO, has to avoid any direct contact with the plasma to reduce any erosion 
phenomena to a minimum, as this will reduce thruster’s performance over mission’s lifetime [4], [5]. Moreover, a 
plasma plume that is already neutral is a great advantage due to the difficulty of realising a neutralizer operating on 
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atmospheric propellant [6], [7]. The first version of the IPT is a laboratory device with maximum (technical) flexibility 
and passive cooling to allow easy modifications for the required optimization. After the design of mechanical and 
vacuum interfaces [8], the crucial element of the IPT design is the antenna. 

B. IPT Antenna Development 
 
The first approach has been a coil antenna, as the simulations have shown to provide better performance compared 

to a half-helical antenna, commonly used e.g. for helicon plasma sources [3]. In the first design iteration the focus was 
a discharge channel of 37 mm inner diameter (due to IPG6-S heritage), and a variable number of turns coil antenna. 
Various coil antenna configuration, with different number of turns and discharge channel radii have been simulated 
by using both numerical tools HELIC [9], [10], and ADAMANT [11]. By modelling an RF-based plasma source as a 
transformer, the plasma is seen as resistance in the circuit. According to Chen [12], this plasma resistance RP has to 
be as high as possible, at least greater than the circuit resistance Rc in order to maximize power absorption. The 
preliminary numerical results [3] lead to a chosen frequency higher than 27.12 MHz, as this leads to easier ignition 
and better power absorption at higher plasma densities. Finally, a 4kW, 40.68 MHz power supply from Advanced 
Energy with an auto-matching network was acquired as laboratory model PPU.  

The antenna and the plasma have to be modelled as an impedance Z, with both real and imaginary components. In 
particular, the imaginary part of the impedance, the reactance X, is directly proportional to the applied frequency and 
has to be as small as possible to avoid and/or minimize power reflection which then would represent a power loss and 
hence an efficiency decrease for the thruster. The acquired power supply at f=40.68 MHz introduces an “a priori” 
higher reactance to the RF circuit. ADAMANT gives as output the impedance Z, of the antenna plus the plasma, see 
Eq. (1).  

 
𝑍 = 𝑅%⃑ + 𝑗�⃑�	

𝑋 = 𝑋* + 𝑋+ = 2𝜋𝑓𝐿 + 0−
1

2𝜋𝑓𝐶4 

 
(1) 

The results for different plasma densities, magnetic fields, and antenna geometries lead always to a very high X 
component. Moreover, not only the antenna is to be considered for the IPT circuit design, but the system at the whole, 
including RF generator, matching network, connectors, and transmission lines [13]. In an RF circuit all the power is 
transferred from the source (RF generator) to the load (antenna and plasma), only if the load’s impedance ZL matches 
that of the source ZS. Industrial standards set RF generators as a 50 Ω load purely resistive source. A matching network 
is introduced in the IPT circuit to dynamically match the load impedance to the purely resistive ZS by a system of 
variable capacitors. While this works as protection for the RF generator, it does not improve the load side. Therefore, 
an optimum design of the whole RF circuit is required to maximize power transfer from source to load. The plasma is 
a variable load that implies the need of a dynamic tuning control. An accurate selection of the cabling and connectors 
between RF generator and matching network, and matching network to IPT has been performed, the relevant 
schematics are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 Simplified IPT RF circuit 
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C. The birdcage antenna 
 
The RF circuit optimization finally lead to the birdcage antenna, a device developed in Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) [14] that provides the required homogeneous magnetic field for such an application. A birdcage 
antenna operates on the principle that a sinusoidal current distribution on a cylindrical surface will induce a 
homogeneous transversal magnetic field within the cylindrical volume itself. If operated at a particular resonant mode, 
this magnetic field is homogeneous. Birdcage antennas are composed by two end-rings, connected by equally spaced 
rungs (or legs). The rungs and/or the end-rings have capacitors in between to adjust the resonance frequency to the 
required one. The birdcage antenna can be designed as low-pass, high-pass, or band-pass frequency response. The 
low-pass has capacitors on the rungs, the high-pass has the capacitors at the end-rings, and the band-pass has capacitors 
at both locations, see Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3 Birdcage Antenna as high-pass (left), low-pass (middle), band-pass (right) (adapted from [15]). 

Birdcage antennas operate at one of their resonance frequency modes. At such condition, the reactance X is zero 
and its impedance Z is purely real, leading to a partially matched load, reducing the requirements for the matching 
network. Moreover, at the correct resonance, the EM fields are in a promising configuration for a plasma thruster 
application. Currently, at EPFL helicon plasma is generated for fusion research by birdcage antennas operating at 
13.56 MHz for RF powers up to 10 kW [16]–[18]. Moreover, an older study from Guittienne directly investigated the 
use of birdcage antennas for an helicon based thruster [19]. 

Each antenna has k=N/2 resonant modes. The current distribution along the antenna follows the law described in 
Eq. (2), where Ijk is the normalized current at the j-th loop for the k mode of a birdcage antenna with N rungs. 

 

𝐼67 = 8
𝑐𝑜𝑠 0

2𝜋𝑗𝑘
𝑁 4 , 𝑘 = 0,1,2, … ,𝑁/2

sin	 0
2𝜋𝑗𝑘
𝑁 4 , 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 0

𝑁
2 − 14

 

(2) 

This means that the more rungs there are, the more the current distribution profile along the circumference of the 
cylinder will match a sinusoidal curve, see Figure 4 (left).  

 

 
 

Figure 4 (left) Current distribution along a 10-leg birdcage at a fixed instant of time, (right) current 
amplitude over time on a single birdcage rung (leg). 
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Birdcage antennas are modeled by self and mutual inductances of rungs and end-rings, plus the applied 
capacitances. The resonant frequencies for a low-pass design, are defined as in Eq. (3), while for a high pass are given 
by Eq. (4). The high pass design has one resonance mode more (k = 0) at the highest frequency called the AR given 
by the interaction between the end-rings.  

𝜔7FG = H𝐶 0𝐿IJ + 0.5	𝐿*MN sinO
𝜋𝑘
𝑁 4P

QR/O

, (𝑘 = 0,1,2, … ,𝑁/2) 
(3) 

𝜔7UG = H𝐶 0𝐿IJ + 2	𝐿*MN sinO
𝜋𝑘
𝑁 4P

QR/O

, (𝑘 = 0,1,2, … ,𝑁/2) 
(4) 

Here, C is the capacitance of the capacitor for a single gap, LER and LLeg are the inductances of the end ring and the 
rung, respectively. Only one resonant mode presents the homogenous magnetic field, for k = 1 at the highest frequency 
(before the AR) for the high pass configuration, and at the lowest resonating mode for the low pass configuration.  

In terms of EM fields, the magnetic field produced by the birdcage is 𝐵%⃑ R considered along y, and the accompanying 
electric field 𝐸%⃑R always perpendicular to 𝐵%⃑ R, along x. The schematics is shown within Figure 5. Since 𝐵%⃑ R is linearly 
polarized, it will switch direction along y on each cycle, and so will 𝐸%⃑R along x. If the birdcage is fed in quadrature for 
circular polarization, 𝐸%⃑R will rotate with 𝐵%⃑ R maintaining the 90° angle between them. An additional external magnetic 
field provided along the z axis 𝐵%⃑ X	is inserted as the one given by the electromagnet. 

 

 
Figure 5 Birdcage EM fields B1, E1, externally applied magnetic field B0. 

The combination of these fields, which still excludes the EM fields from the plasma, hints to a drift velocity given 
by �⃑�I = 𝐸%⃑ × 𝐵%⃑ . Such velocity is the exhaust velocity, and it is imparted to both ions and electrons at the same time 
and towards the same direction, along z. The thrust, therefore, is provided by both ions and electrons with such 
velocity, leading to a quasi-neutral plasma exhaust that does not need a neutralizer, see Eq. (5). This supports, again, 
the use of birdcage antenna, with linearly or circularly polarized EM fields, for a plasma thruster application, especially 
for a neutralizer-free application.  

 

 
(5) 
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D. IPT Design with a birdcage antenna 
 
The IPT is composed by the propellant injector, the discharge channel, 

the antenna, the shield, the support structure, and the electromagnet, see 
Figure 6. The injector is movable along the symmetry axis z, by which one 
can change the discharge channel’s length. The external electromagnet is 
movable along the axis z as well, and can produce a magnetic field up to 70 
mT at the centre of the discharge channel at a maximum current of 15 A. At 
such a current more than 30 min operation are possible without overheating, 
allowing plasma diagnostic measurements to be performed. 

A birdcage with 8 legs in a high pass design has been chosen, designed 
to resonate at 40.68 MHz with one feeding point, providing a linearly 
polarized magnetic field. The antenna design requires simulation tools for 
the resonance tuning and impedance estimation. The commercial 3D EM 
simulation software Remcom Inc. XFdtd® 7.8.1.3 is used. The birdcage 
design has to be compatible with the expected currents and voltages for a 
maximum power of 1.5 kW to allow passive cooling, and to fit the current geometrical requirements. The IPT structure 
is made of brass to minimize Eddie currents due to the RF fields, and to minimize interactions with the magnetic field 
fields. The birdcage antenna is enclosed within a brass RF shield that has two main functions: first to isolate the outer 
environment from the EM fields created by the antenna, and second to isolate the birdcage from external influences. 
For the resonance study, the full IPT geometry is loaded into the simulation tool. The overall dimensions have been 
such to allow the mounting on standard ISO-K flanges to minimize the amount of in-house required parts and enabling 
testing on other standard-based facilities. XFdtd is used to evaluate the resonance frequencies by changing the 
capacitance value for the whole IPT. Frequency sweeps are performed focusing on the impedance Z and the scattering 
parameter S11 over frequency. The S11 parameter is generally defined, for a two port system, as the input port voltage 
reflection coefficient, representing how much power is absorbed and reflected by a load in relation to the input power 
from a given source.  
An example of the resonance study is shown, for the S11 parameter in Figure 7 and for the impedance in Figure 8 as 
the output from XFdtd. Each peak is a resonant frequency and, to verify this, the impedance Z is plotted over the 
frequency as well as in Figure 8. The points at which the reactance X passes through the x-axis are the resonance 
frequencies. As expected, for a high-pass 8-leg birdcage, there are N/2=4 resonant frequencies plus the anti-resonating 
AR at the highest frequency. For a high pass, k=1 is the correct resonance for the homogeneous field. 
 

 
Figure 7 Example of S11 vs f study for a birdcage antenna. 

 

Figure 6 IPT rendering with 
external electromagnet. 
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Figure 8 Example of Z vs f study for a birdcage antenna. 

For further verification of the resonance frequency to be the correct one, the 3D visualization of transversal electric 
and magnetic fields is extracted, and compared to that of the other peaks. An example of the correct resonance with a 
linearly polarized field is shown in Figure 9 for the magnetic field and in Figure 10 for the electric field. At each RF 
cycle the EM fields reverse their direction. 
 

 
Figure 9 Example of linearly polarized magnetic field of a birdcage antenna at k=1 resonance. 

 
Figure 10 Example of linearly polarized electric field of a birdcage antenna at k=1 resonance. 
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Once the correct resonance mode is verified, the capacitance value is swept until the peak matches the frequency of 
40.68 MHz. The externally applied magnetic field applied by the electromagnet, is expected to aid the formation of 
helicon waves within the discharge channel therefore providing a high degree of ionization [12], [20].  

E. Resonance Tuning 
 
The design for resonance ensures such condition is maintained without plasma. Once the plasma is ignited, however, 
an impedance change is introduced into the system with both real and imaginary parts. This will produce a resonance 
frequency shift. Such frequency shift requires tuning, to be shifted back to the original resonant condition. Such issue 
is already encountered and solved in MRI devices, due to the shift produced by the introduction of bodies within the 
birdcage antenna [21], [22]. The tuning can be realized, for example, by moving conducting plates that slightly change 
the circuit properties, in particular XC and XL, therefore the resonance frequency. Such tuning is implemented in the 
IPT by the moving injector, and/or by changing the position and strength of the magnetic field. Such characteristics 
will be investigated in the coming year. The assembled IPT is shown in Figure 11. Due to a sum of delays, the last 
missing components of the IPT have arrived just after this conference. After the resonance verification, the ignition is 
expected before the end of 2019.  
 

 
Figure 11 IPT assembled, September 2019 

III.Conclusion 
An IPT based on a birdcage antenna has been completely designed. Such device takes advantages of a reactance-

less configuration with a EM field configuration allowing for a drift for both ions and electrons towards the same 
direction suggesting a neutral plasma beam leaving the discharge, therefore there is no need of a neutralizer. A RF 
shield isolates the antenna from the outer environment, and the outer environment from the RF fields. For the future 
development, such design also provides isolation of spacecraft electronics from the thruster’s EM fields. A movable 
conducting injector can be used to tune the resonance frequency of the IPT, as well as a variable magnetic field, to 
cope with the frequency shift caused by the plasma. Further work will be the final antenna assembly, the verification 
of the resonance frequency by means of a network analyser and the first ignition by the end of 2019. First step will be 
the discharge characterization for different propellant flows, power levels, and magnetic field strengths. Later on, 
plasma diagnostic will be performed with electrostatic probes, Langmuir and Faraday probes at first, Retarding 
Potential Analyser and optical emission spectroscopy as next. Further optimization of the magnetic field is on going 
as starting point for the optimization of plasma acceleration. 
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